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UX Designer
Indeed

Austin, TX
January 2018 - Current

As a part of Indeed’s product incubation group, using a Lean UX framework, I led the research 

and design across multiple product teams while collaborating and planning directly with product 

managers, engineers, internal teams, and stakeholders. My contributions included building 

products from the ground up from extensive user research, testing, and validation. Outside of my 

core products I also provided mentorship to fellow designers and interns. Our efforts contributed 

to millions of dollars in funding, multiple product acquisitions, and new revenue/content sources 

for Indeed.

Remote - Boston, MA

Lead UX/UI Designer
Connected Living

March 2014 - January 2017

Working with an independent development team for ConnectedLiving, my role was the lead 

mobile and web app designer. I was tasked to build a complete app-ecosystem which integrated 

with an existing resident management and digital signage platform. Our focus was to connect 

individuals with their communities and families by way of a private social network in order to 

empower residents to live an independent, connected, and healthy lifestyle. Outside of my 

product design work I acted as a UX evangelist bringing new process and user-focused initiatives 

to the external team and core product. 

Owner
Haptic Creative

Lawrence, KS
June 2015 - February 2018

As owner and sole operator, I built teams to help organizations and startups scale and execute on 

key business objectives. My role was part project manager and part product designer combining 

both my entrepreneurial drive and craft to work within existing brands and visual libraries/-

style-guides. By utilizing agile methodologies my teams could integrate and deliver with existing 

teams efficiently to scale up new and existing products that companies didn’t have the resources 

or ability to effectively deliver.

UX/UI Designer
ShipCompliant

Boulder, CO
November 2013 - August 2014

While collaborating on a small design team, I led a complete platform unifying legacy features 

and processes for a new, streamlined SaaS compliance platform for the alcohol beverage 

industry. Our efforts led to the successful rollout of a completely new information architecture, 

responsive framework, and updated interface while minimizing impact to an existing user base. I 

also oversaw the development of new features and products meant to help wineries and 

breweries manage inventories, register new products, and open new distribution channels while 

remaining complaint within the states they operate.

Contract UX Designer
HumanCentered

Remote - Kansas City, MO
November 2015 - October 2016

Working with a UX researcher, we applied user-centered principles to drive the consolidation of 

over 6 legacy, desktop applications into a single cloud-based, web app. I participated in user 

interviews, prototyping and testing, and product design for a complex CRM and business 

intelligence suite for community banks. Our solution provided a seamless workflow connecting 

multiple departments within a community bank to market new products/services, acquire 

customers, cross sell new products, provide comlex reporting/analysis, and manage each 

customer’s end-to-end experience.

BFA in Industrial Design - focus in Architecture and Interaction Design

The University of Kansas

Lawrence, KS

Design

Illustration, interface 

design, user research, 

concept sketches, 

wireframes, prototyping, 

interaction design, style 

guides, component 

libraries, design systems

Figma, Sketch, Adobe 

Creative Suite, Zeplin, 

Abstract, HTML/CSS, 

Webflow, Axure RP, Invision, 

Framer X, Adobe After 

Effects, Bootstrap and 

Foundation frameworks 

Data/market analysis, 

personas, user interviews, 

qual/quant. studies, A/B 

testing, demographic 

research, usability testing, 

card sorting, field studies, 

eye-movement tracking

Design kickoffs, white 

boarding, workshops, 

design critiques, design 

jams, heuristic evaluations, 

product road-mapping 

Prototyping Research Collaboration

August 2005 - December 2010

MA studies in Interaction Design

The University of Kansas

Lawrence, KS
August 2011 - December 2011

Product Designer
Freelance

Remote
January 2011 - December 2018

Consulted with SaaS, B2B, B2C, and enterprise tech startups to review current products and 

provide design solutions to solve users needs and business objectives through user research, UX 

audits, information architecture analysis, persona development, wireframing/prototyping, and 

user testing. By providing interaction and visual design guidance I advocated for user-centered 

practices that helped reshape existing teams as their product and organizations scaled.


